
BEST SELLER (PART TWO) by S.T. Lore 

 

AS THE LIFT DOOR BEEPS, the olfactory hallucination is shattered. 

Stumbling in a daze down the curved corridor, Hans shakes off the aroma 

by swiping his entry into hotel room #803. Bypassing a hallway closet, a 

double bed and a tiny bathroom (with no tub) he kicks his luggage under a 

bedside table and reefs open the window blinds. Draining a complimentary 

glass of water, the cityscape is reflected back to him a thousand-fold in the 

façade of the opposing building. Despite having never visited the city, the 

scene is disappointingly familiar: replicated innumerable times in Good 

Morning TV panel shows, luxury foreign car commercials and big-budget 

movie scenes — something an epidemic of violence is unlikely to disturb. 

 

Hanging up his jacket, he switches on the kettle and flips a newspaper open 

to his all-time favorite comic strip — The Wizard of ID. In this week’s 

episode, Turnkey is about to torture Spook with a fire-heated iron and 

approaching the bedraggled Spook (chained to a dungeon wall) he pauses 

under a speech bubble: Did I tell you that I once Majored in Communications?  

 

Removing three sheets of A4 paper and dumping a sachet of coffee into a 

teacup Hans pours in a measure of hot water and settles down at his desk. 

Using the same actions — every single time — he crosses his legs, removes the 

cap on a 0.4 mm black marker, and using angled lines and looping spirals 



fills an entire page with strange geometric patterns. This practice has been 

observed in infantile scribbling and stimulates the V4a processing centre of 

the temporal cortex. Located deep inside Brodmann area 37 of the Fusiform 

Gyrus this ambiguous brain structure is linked with the development of 

lexico-semantic associations (i.e. word retrieval, visual processing and 

complex metaphor comprehension) that is crucial to Hans’ marketing career.  

 

Completing the ritual developed by his late mentor Hans is distracted by the 

fluttering noise of a tangle of ribbons issuing from an air conditioner vent. 

Looking upward, the ribbon shadows creep the hotel wall in the hand-shape 

of ghostly fingers and is possibly a residual hallucinatory effect of the floral 

scent, but having little inclination to break working protocol and with his 

drawing ritual now complete, Hans opens an audio interview archived inside 

his phone and begins to transcribe a conversation conducted years earlier 

between himself (as a naïve but talented apprentice) and his late mentor. 

 

How long did you work for this organisation? 

 

Oh … on and off … since ‘92 … after I left, I was invited back twice. Once to the 

inaugural Presidential Luncheon and the other for Christmas Dinner. Earlier in my 

career I worked for a junkyard of corporations, initially trained as a draftsman in 

local government I produced low-level propaganda … brochure editing, video 

promotion, safety announcements or subversive radio broadcasts … that sort of 



thing. Remember: it was the eighties … the era of Thatcher, Reagan, Midnight Oil, 

and the Eurythmics … I was nothing but a kid. Eventually I jumped over to logo 

design and to the marketing of hotel stationary and boy oh boy! was that a great 

change! I’ll never forget the printing room. High ceilinged and filled with enormous 

ventilation tubes that only served to echo and amplify the hammering of the impact 

printers and the flexing and the storing of plastic sheets. But I soon fell in love with 

the machines and with my work. Later on, I formed my own company — SYNTAX 

— relying on word of mouth, as this industry does. People always commend me in 

private for the precision of my efforts, but in the early 2000’s the work dried up. I 

was into ‘My Yellow Period’ so to speak. With little choice, I became a textile 

designer and seriously began to hustle, as my whole world almost ground to a halt. 

 

From such a cushy job, what made you branch into commercial advertising? 

 

The one thing that moved me into the private sector was the ‘Blade of Grass’ 

commercials. Released on April the 1st, 1991, they formed part of an ambitious 

television marketing campaign by Mitsubishi Corporation. It remains an iconic 

historical work … a vital precursor to the ‘viral’ campaigns so common now-a-days 

 

Can you describe their strategy?  

 

The overall premise was to amplify mystery in a subtler approach to viewer’s 

attention. But, unfortunately, the audience didn’t get it. It was too conceptual, too 



metaphysical for the average punter. Released in 15-second bursts, the videos began 

with an exterior of drifting smoke … calming, serene … into the frame a well-

dressed businessman emerged. Chimes and bells were sounded. Initially, the guy 

said nothing … but stood in his place holding a single blade of grass aloft.  

 

Finally, he said … 

 

Before a thing of beauty exists in the material world, it must be conceived in the 

heart and in the mind ...  

 

Please Consider. 

 

No product was mentioned and the slogan was repeated.  

  

Please Consider.  

 
Still frustrated by the noise of the air conditioner vent, Hans stops working 

on the recording and climbs up onto his desk chair only to discover two 

screws are loose on the louvered grill. Lifting the vent he discovers the air is 

dusty and humidly warm and also tainted by the scent of burning machine 

oil. Underneath the airflow, he apprehends the feint melodic sounds of a 

female voice rising and lowering in tone as though she is reciting ancient 

canonical prayers or the scripts of an unholy or occult-ish incantation. But 

with the ribbons preventing a closer listen and with foreign words being 



chanted, Hans needs more than a Phillips head screwdriver to solve this 

problem.  

 

Under the kettle a single drawer contains three teaspoons, a few AA 

batteries and a handheld torch (which he pockets), and in the absence of any 

reasonable course of action Hans’ decides to visit the hotel bar.  Exiting the 

room the curved corridor prevents any clear view of what lies ahead. In his 

torchlight, the hallway looks older and more decrepit than it did an hour 

ago. The décor reminds him of a recent design proposal he was forwarded 

with a folio of literature outlining architectural interventions used to curtail 

confusion in people with Dementia. In Hans opinion the hotel could use a 

similar update: adopting directional carpet patterns, ambient signage, mood 

lighting, hard alarms, soft alarms and a softer, pastel colour palatte overall. 

 

Feeling claustrophobic Hans exits the slim corridor via a 3rd floor fire 

escape. Descending a spiral staircase he discovers six A4 sheets tacked with 

gum on the interior walls. Each one has a message in a dark script involving 

sharp, formal, and angular characters. Written in a lower-level profile with 

horizontally extended movements the scripts look like people lying asleep 

among a cluster of miniature buildings. Transfixed by the graphic beauty of 

the writing, after checking the stairwell for any CCTV surveillance, Hans 

tears a sheet from the wall and pockets it for safekeeping and later review.  

 



On the second floor a rectangular beam of light draws a doorway into a cosy 

midnight bar. The only other customer is a well-dressed woman reclining in 

a red-velvet-lined booth and as he enters the bartender (using the bygone 

voice of a regal Brit) takes leave of this woman and stands forward to serve. 

 

‘Good evening Sir! What can I get you? The selection of drinks we have isn’t 

extensive, by any means, but I can assure you our circa 2000 prices are 

simply marvellous!”  

 

Resembling an ageing TV host from a 1960s game show, the metaphor is 

pushed just a little further by the crimson leather lounges and the plush 

carmine walls and Hans briefly considers a Cohiba cigar and a Louis Tres 

brandy to suit the environment but settles on something close to his mood.  

 

“I'll just have a whiskey, thanks. Irish on ice.”  

 

The bartender springs into action: chipping ice with a pointed hammer. 

Around 60 years of age (with crooked teeth and Psora on his cheeks) judging 

by dandruff on his collar and a drippy brown stain on his necktie he is most 

likely unmarried. But since the man exudes such an old-worldly charm of 

honest sincerity, his appearance is no reason to complain and Hans decides 

to engage the man in a few pleasantries. 

 



“This building is sure unusual … one of a kind really. When I first arrived it 

felt like entering a different time zone altogether."  

 

Returning with his drink in an oblong crystal glass the bartender obliges 

him with a quip of historical brevity.   

 

"Why, yes Sir! The CTA has been around for Donkeys … designed by the 

architect Harry Seidler … another whip smart transplanted Viennese Jew … 

but only a clutch of inner-city patrons are privy to its secrets. Managed by 

our travelling association, our accommodation harkens back to a time of 

modernism, of futurism, of utopian ideals, but since it is reserved for 

members only … how on earth did you manage to get a booking with us?” 

 

Facing the mirrored shelving, Hans keeps one eye on the female customer 

as he replies. ‘Whether it is a friendly, nepotistic arrangement or a long-

established tax dodge I cannot say. The company who hired me are 

members and for reasons unknown prefer to use a Travel Agent. He is a 

cunning and resourceful guy. From what I can tell he likes British spy 

novels and dabbling in cross-dressing and it was this man who tacked a 

membership to my booking. I must say compared to the franchise hotels full 

of tourists and 24-hour television stations, I'm really enjoying it so far …" 

 



"Well, we certainly do our best to create an atmosphere, sir." Says the 

bartender polishing the wooden bench with a ragged crimson cloth. 

 

 “Saying that, I only have one small complaint. The air conditioning vent in 

my room is rattling so much that I’m finding it difficult to concentrate on 

my work. Since I have an important speech to deliver tomorrow morning at 

8 AM. Is there any chance, you could come and have a quick look at it?’ 

 

With his insect body the bartender suddenly retracts into the shadows, 

disappearing altogether behind the bar. It is as though he merged into the 

floral wallpaper below the wood paneled beams, and appeared on the other 

side with a tall glass of mineral water. Making his way over to the shadowy 

figure of the woman, he replies to Hans question rather offhandedly. 

 

“Certainly sir. Another option is to move you into a new room altogether? 

That would be easy to arrange, as you and this fine lady are the only patrons. 

Whenever you feel ready to go upstairs … you make sure to let me know.”  

 

Under a solitary cone of light, the woman shields her face behind a neatly 

tied black and white headscarf printed with angled geometric designs. 

Tucking the scarf behind her ears, she removes a silver implement wrapped 

in a similarly designed cloth as the bartender sets down her glass. As he 

stands over to one side as though awaiting an appointment, her subtle 



Asiatic features (long silken black hair, ageless almond eyes, cute dimpled 

cheeks, and a teardrop nose) give so little away as she lifts the implement to 

her mouth and using a deep breath blows a magnificent cloud of smoke his 

way that shrouds the bar tender and her own figure from Hans’ view. 

 

With the heady smoke drifting his way Hans struggles to remain upright as 

the perfume hits him stronger than before. His nasal passages are flooded 

with exotic scents of dried apricots, freshly sanded teak, sodden earth 

dampened after a tropical rain, and submerge him in an oceanic scene of 

wave machine experiments and low flying surveillance over a field of yellow 

flowers. Collapsing under the scented weight of the smoke Hans is gifted a 

wide-angled view into a magnificent coastal valley. Separated from the main 

road by a sudden bridge collapse, the steep rocky cliffs stake out the bulky 

container ships entering the gulf from Saudi Arabia, China, and East Timor. 

Foreign visitors arriving by these boats are ferried up a perilous dirt track 

and Hans follows them inside a guesthouse buried into a grassy hillside. 

Bootlegging designer scents for the illegal perfume trade in the Malacca 

Straits an elderly man kneels before him and removes a rucksack containing 

a Manufrance La Salle shotgun. The phrases being uttered by the man 

induce a simultaneity of experience — as though Hans possesses both the 

ear of a dying man and the ear of a newborn infant — ‘… remember son, it is 

our personal intentions that differentiate a life of devotion from a mundane act …’ 

 


